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INTRODUCTION
Has it been long since you’ve used a Taxi service? When was the last time you’ve 

used a service provider or a notary? Are you concerned about the progress of space 

exploration and what is beyond the unknown? All these questions have something in 

common, in the future; machines will perform all of them. Devices and computers that 

will be able to store, analyze and act upon information, better and faster than humans.

According to a prediction published by Gartner, artificial intelligence (AI) and machine 

learning will be involved in 95% of software and services by the year 2020. In addition, 

experts believe that AI will play a major role in digital transformation as well as be a 

priority for a third of all companies.

An increasing number of experts around the world are being involved in the development 

of artificial intelligence models, as AI is widely discussed not only by enthusiasts, but 

the scientific community as well.

According to a prediction published by Gartner, artificial intelligence 
(AI) and machine learning will be involved in 95% of software and 
services by the year 2020. 

Despite the widespread popularization of AI technology, there are a number of 

infrastructural issues for a better and more rapid development of AI and a 

deeper integration into everyday life. Like, the high cost associated with the 

development of AI models and the lack of IT infrastructure.

Pallium is focused on solving these issues using properties of blockchain 

technology and its distributed registry data. Pallium’s capabilities are based on the 

agent-oriented approach of examining the capabilities of machine learning and 

artificial intelligence.

1. https://www.itweek.ru/idea/article/detail.php?ID=196421
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The value of Pallium lies in the fact that it touches different aspects of 

business spheres, such as science and social life. Thus, AI will be the greatest 

beneficiary of Pallium’s creation and success.

SUMMARY
This document contains conceptual and technical studies of our project Pallium, its 

function principles, aspects of its commercialization, and the detailed description of 

the token sale process. We reserve the right to change the contents of this document 

with the development of the project, and information regarding these changes will be 

posted on the official networks referred to in section 8.

What it Pallium?

Pallium is a platform that allows for quick learning, safe storage, and easy deployment 

of AI models in a decentralized environment.

The platform Pallium gives AI developers and researchers effective access to sufficient 

computing power and verified data, while providing organizations with the latest 

achievements in the field of artificial intelligence.

Problems that Pallium solves:

Currently, the AI industry has faced a number of challenges that hinder its growth:

1 Developing AI models requires computing resources that aren’t available to 

many developers.

2  Training AI models requires high quality data, access to which is restricted;

3  Storing AI models requires access to special platforms for training and running AI 

models;
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4  Trust issues regarding AI results as well as insufficient security for models and 

unauthorized access;

5  Problems monetizing intellectual property that belongs to AI researchers and 

developers.

Who is Pallium for?
Pallium allows access to distributed computing resources, high speed learning 

models while maintaining low computational costs. The Intuitive design of our 

platform opens up vast possibilities for AI research.

Pallium meets the needs of developers, miners, IPU hardware suppliers, data providers, 

and organizations using AI models. Therefore, Pallium goes above and beyond to create 

a complete ecosystem in which people and intelligent agents can create value.

Infrastructure out of the box:

Surveying AI developers showed us that scanner environment production Is not an 

easy task, especially when there’s a need to scale existing infrastructures. We 

originally developed this architecture that would divert developers from the 

flawed scanner environment. In fact, we are working on a common protocol that 

will be easy to use for all markets. Our goal is to make developing AI models not 

any more difficult than publishing a code on github, while paying special attention 

to our platform’s security, and protecting developers’ intellectual property.

Pallium uses the agent-oriented approach, a powerful system of inheritance and 

borrowing between agents, providing developers with a flexible tool for scaling their 

intelligent systems, while providing a secured internal economic model due to 

the use of blockchain technology, which in turn allows for a comfortable and 

secure monetization environment.  
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Glossary

In order to clearly describe the operating principles of Pallium, it is necessary to 

introduce some terminologies:

Intelligent agent – the entity consisting of an AI model and a contract, interacting 

with the ecosystem and the outside world;

AI model – a model developed for machine learning using the TensorFlow library;

Managing contract – an instruction which changes the local state of an intelligent 

agent or global state;

Global state – a store for agents and their states. The only source of truth that each 

participant is obliged to accept;

Myelin – a blockchain that stores the global state and its change log;

Pallium Virtual Machine (PVM) – an execution environment for managing contracts; 

Spike – an internal trading unit in Pallium’s ecosystem;

Miners – members of the network, storing the Myelin blockchain and providing private 

computing resources;

Proof-of-Space’n’Computing – a multi-purpose developed consensus algorithm for 

storing the blockchain, verifying blocks, and issuing Spike tokens.
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THE CURRENT STATE OF THE 
AI INDUSTRY
Initial impressions 
The term “Artificial intelligence” in this document refers to the science and technology 

of creating intellectual machines, specifically intellectual computer programs. Usually 

these programs have the capabilities traditionally associated with human intelligence 

(understanding language, learning, ability to reason, solving problems, etc., that is, 

they can solve tasks the way a thinking human would).

The basic properties of AI are: Understanding language, learning, executing operations.

From a technological standpoint, AI is a group of technologies and processes 

developing efficiently in quantity and quality, for instance:

• Word processing in a natural manner;

• Machine learning;

• Expert systems;

• Virtual agents (chat bots);

• Recommendation systems.

The AI market in Numbers and Figures
Artificial intelligence is a key technological trend of 2016. The industry’s investment 

volume amounted to over $500 million. According to Markets and Markets (an 

international research company), by 2020 the AI market will grow to $5 billion primarily 

due to the use of machine learning technology and recognizing natural language in 

advertising, retail, finance and healthcare.
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According to research done by PwC “Artificial intelligence: don’t lose benefits”, in 

2030, the global GDP will grow by 14% -or $15.7 trillion dollars- in connection with the 

increased use of artificial intelligence.

PwC experts estimate that more than half of the growth will be due to the increase 

in labor productivity between 2016-2030. The remaining increase in profit will be 

obtained by increasing consumer demand following product improvement by artificial 

intelligence. China and North America will have the greatest economic advantages 

due to AI (a GDP growth of over 26% by 2030 in China and 14.5% for North 

America) -or $10.7 trillion USD- , almost 70% of the global GDP growth.

Therefore, it is evident that the rapid and active growth of the market requires a 

necessary infrastructure. According to Teradata’s study conducted with IT companies, 

a number of factors can complicate the implementation of AI technology and the the 

income they could bring.

The vast majority of respondents point out the lack of IT infrastructures and a shortage 

of qualified professionals.

2016

2020

2030

500 MLN $
5 BLN $ ~15 TRLN $
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The lack of IT infrastructure

Only 28% of respondents admit that their 

organization has enough qualified 

specialists for the acquisition, creation and 

implementation of AI technology.

Despite the mostly optimistic expectations, 91% of respondents point to a 

number of factors impeding the implementation of technology AI and the 

income from it.

Perceived barriers to adoption of AI:

The lack of qualified specialists

The lack of funds for implementation

Limitations associated with the established proce-
dures, rules and rights

Impact on consumer expectations

Impact of AI technology and automation 
of labour

Insufficiently developed a feasibility study for 
the introduction of technology AI

40%

34%

30%

28%

23%

20%

19%

POTENTIAL ISSUES

Scheme 1. Potential issuens for AI development by developer 
opinions
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AI market trends
At the moment, the AI industry is experiencing rapid development that creates new 

products and redirects skilled personnel to the industry.

Currently, the trends in artificial intelligence development are as follows:

1  The predominance of “smart” gadgets. According to estimates by Gartner’s 

consulting firm, by 2018, AI will be ready to use in 6 billion internet connected 

devices. Primarily cars, wearables, and smartphones. In general, “the internet of 

things”.

2  Investments in the industry are growing considerably. AI startups received $5.4 

billion USD in investments. In this day and age, AngelList’s reference has 1031 

startups associated with artificial intelligence with an average appraisal of $5.2 

million dollars – which provides nearly $5.4 billion USD of capital investments 

ventures.

3  Further development of virtual assistants. At first it doesn’t seem like people 

talk to their phones, but a recent study by Carolina Milanesi from Creative 

Strategies revealed that only 2% of iPhone users haven’t used Siri, and only 4% 

have not turned to Google Now. Gartner believes that by 2020, about 40% of all 

interactions between virtual assistants and users will rely on data processed by 

neural networks. That is, all data that we voluntarily give to Facebook (NASDAQ: 

Facebook [FB]), Google and Amazon will be used to create a profile in the cloud, 

and “smart agents” will try to anticipate our needs based on our profiles.

4  Over the next 10 years AI will replace 16% of employees in the US. According to 

a research conducted by Forrester, in the next 10 years artificial intelligence will 

replace up to 16% of all jobs in the United States. However, it will create new jobs 

to maintain that infrastructure, which means the total loss of jobs available will 

only be 7%. Call center representatives shouldn’t be the only ones worried about 

their jobs, as AI in the medical field will reduce the need for medical personals with 
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lower  medical  urgencies,  ambulance  drivers,  while  robo-writers  will  be 

composing articles quicker and better than people.

5  AI will use GPUs and not CPUs. Major players of machine learning like Facebook 

and IBM use Tesla graphics chips from Nvidia (NASDAQ: NVIDIA Corporation 

[NVDA]) instead of conventional CPUs. They claim that the Tesla K80 GPU is ahead 

of the Intel Xeon Phi 7120 at solving “essential scientific tasks” by 2-5 times. This 

is good news for Nvidia, as it promotes its GPUs for the use of unmanned vehicles, 

and bad news for Intel (NASDAQL Intel [INTC]): processors for PCs are selling 

worse, and increasing demand for data center equipment has slowed down.

While AI did not take over our jobs or change our lives just yet, it is available to us in the 

form of mobile apps, virtual assistants and social media.

All of the above create positive premises for the rise of a product like Pallium, which will 

solve these infrastructural and technological problems.
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PALLIUM
Imagine a hypothetical situation in which you’ve created an AI model that could do 

any of these:

A. Revolutionize medicine using in-depth studying of the human genome;

B. Help you set up your website to match the taste of every visitor;

C. Plan your daily schedule based on your activities and information about your

meetings.

In all these cases, you not only need to develop a prototype, but also train it with data, 

store its global status and the changelog. In other words, in order to create an AI that 

could do any of these, the three processes need to be executed.

For an experienced developer with a home data center in the garage, doing all these 

is easy. However, for an individual startup, this will result in significant costs.

Now back to our AI. Launching your app in any environment, whether it’s a dedicated 

server or cloud, you’re confronted with security issues. Any improper interference 

in the performance of your application entails risks to you.

Therefore, the challenge is to ensure the safety of the app, which imposes additional 

costs on its maintenance, and does not guarantee exceptional safety. In turn, it does 

not solve the problem.

Trust issue is a situation in which you cannot be sure that your AI model  operates on 

the same principles on which it was built on during the development process. There 

are no trust issues when we talk about decentralized networks, as there will be trust 

between the network’s parties.
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It is much easier for the developer to use a platform that is connected to data 

libraries, has a comfortable environment, guarantees the safety of its data, and has 

decentralized computing power. What if there was a platform that could save the 

developer a lot of money and man hours?

Pallium is a flexible and secure solution that enables AI-researchers 
and developers to have access to the necessary computing power and 
quality data. It also enables organizations to have access to the latest 
achievements in the field of artificial intelligence.

Blockchain technology and the idea of peer-to-peer has proven to the world that 

resources distributed among mankind in a different manner will bypass many 

intermediaries. This directly affects the cost and availability of services to the final 

consumer.

Based on the advanced technologies of proven efficacy, we’re developing a flexible 

and secure solution that enables AI-researchers and developers to have access to the 

necessary computing power and quality data. It also enables organizations to have 

access to the latest achievements in the field of artificial intelligence.
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5 Definitions of Pallium
To sum up Pallium, it is a decentralized artificial intelligence incubator.

In more tech-sabby terms, Pallium is:

A peer-to-peer network that allows users to provide computing resources 

to other network members to run and train artificial intelligence models;

An economic model that efficiently allocates intellectual resources among 

interested individuals and organizations without intermediaries;

A market providing the opportunity to directly sell and buy high-quality 

data for training artificial intelligence systems;

A single protocol for effective cooperation between market participants 

and artificial intelligence;

A “habitat” for trained AI models and their safe interaction between 

themselves and the world.
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Pallium’s capabilities are for:
1. Developers and researchers

a. Create an AI model of any complexity using the TensorFlow library;

b. Train an AI model with highly private, rented computing resources from all over
the world;

c. Store trained AI models at a low cost;

d. Create and scale complex Intelligent systems;

e. Provide access to high quality data for training AI models.

2. Organizations

a. Artificial Intelligence systems can be useful to implement and track their work
results in their business processes;

b. Pallium can construct complex systems that are run by multiple AI models.

c. Results created by AI models hold high credibility;

d. Provides a complete infrastructures for operating complex AI systems.

3. Miners

a. Provides miners with three methods of monetization;

b. Minimizes and limits the risks associated with mining.

4. Data providers

a. Allows data providers to monetize their data.

5. IPU developers

a. Provides a new market for selling their products.

Thus, Pallium is not just a platform that solves a large-scale issue in the AI industry, but 

also it’s the cornerstone that unites developers and enthusiasts while providing them 

with benefits. In other words, it cuts out the middleman and the need for expensive 

Pallium makes the development of AI models available to everyone 
across the globe.
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equipment. Pallium makes the development of AI models available to everyone across 

the globe and provides a cost effective and safe environment while also providing a 

higher speed of deployment and model training. 

The Architecture and Structure of Pallium’s ecosystem
The idea of Pallium is based on the use of intelligent agents. In the ecosystem’s 

framework, an agent is an entity consisting of the AI model, managing contract, 

and the local state. Agents receive data from the outside world, process them, and 

form the “knowledge” which is the result of the model’s operation. This can be 

passed  on to other agents and the outside world.

The interaction of an agent with the environment is the managing contract that 

describes the available options, interactions, and the internal state’s changelog. In 

terms of managing contract implementation, this is a common program that runs on 

a virtual machine (Pallium Virtual Machine).

The local state is a repository of intermediate data that can be used to move the agent 

from one state to another.

A set of intelligent agents constitute a global state (store) which is the only source 

of truth for all participants of the ecosystem, due to the cryptographic properties of 

blockchain.

Agent
AI-model           Contract           State

Scheme 2. Agent's structure
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STORE  [TRANSACTIONS] -> NEW STORE 

Blockchain and Global State

The global state contains a set of agents which in turn contain its local state, 

balance sheets, the AI models, as well as the instructions which run the agent in the 

form of managing contracts, i.e. all of the ecosystem’s basic information. The 

decentralized architecture of the system implies that a copy of the global state is 

stored on all nodes of the network -like the global state- and therefore all data on it is 

open to all participants of the ecosystem at any point and time. In this regard, an 

unauthorized party could distort data in their own copy of the global state and tell 

others on the network that it is in fact the true copy. This poses a threat of 

information being distorted, and in turn, affects the operation of the entire 

ecosystem.

To solve this vulnerability, we use blockchain technology, which due to its 

characteristics, organizes consensus among members of the network, which 

determines whose copy of the global state is in fact true. After finding the only true 

copy, the remaining users will synchronize their copy of the global state that was 

confirmed by the consensus.

Thus we have a single source of truth which we can trust, and in turn, means we can 

trust each intelligent agent. We can ensure that our model was trained on true data 

that we planned to use in order to get the outcome that corresponds to reality, and 

they will remain unchanged over time, unless you decide to retrain the AI model.

AI-Models

Pallium is in symbiosis with TensorFlow, a popular library for machine learning. 

The architecture of the models and the concept on which they’re created (the 

TensorFlow library) meets all the requirements that our platform has.

The idea of TensorFlow is to separate the model of data execution from the process. 

So, first you describe the so-called computation graph, and then you start its 

calculation. 
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This order provides the necessary flexibility for the transfer and storage of models, as 

well as the ability to distribute its execution on different nodes.

Learn more about the TensorFlow library by reading the information provided by our 

website [1].

Managing contract

A managing contract is a program developed on the turing-complete specialized 

language, and operates on the design which runs on Pallium Virtual Machine.

In our ecosystem, the contract is the law for the agent, which it cannot act beyond. 

In the contract, you describe the working algorithm, model instructions, agent’s 

transitions from one state to another, the rules of these transitions, data sources 

and their structure, the interaction with the surrounding environment and other 

agents.[FA1]  In general, your contract will include all your agent’s logic.

The contract code as well as the model are protected by the blockchain, which gives 

you the assurance that your agent will behave the way you’d like it to at any given time.

Transactions

Transactions are means of communication between the agents. Transactions are used 

to transfer “values” like the internal unit of spike’s account from one agent to another, 

as well as the recalling functions of a contract.

All transactions are collected into the block and are sent to miners. The transaction 

execution changes the agent’s state, and in turn, the global state.

1. www.palluim.network

http://pallium.network
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Here’s one form of a transaction:

transaction: {
to: <ADDRESS>,
value: 100,
call: learn(‘testdata’)

 }

This transaction reduces the balance of the initiator by 100 spikes, increases the 

account balance specified by 100 spikes, and then summons the function learn with 

the parameters testdata in the agent’s managing contract in the field to.

In the system, there is no division between agent types, so the agents and intelligent 

agents are presented as a single entity, and in turn, have the same features. Any agent 

can be the initiator of the transaction.
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PALLIUM’S PRINCIPLES
Computing and Mining
Types of Calculations and threads

There are two types of calculations in the system: 

• Contract calculations;

• Model calculations.

Contract calculations are used to perform operations in the managing contract on the 

main-stream. Basically these operations include reading and writing in the store, as well 

as creating new intelligent agents and agent’s local state changelog. The calculation 

fee depends on how much CPU time the operation calls for and how much storage 

space it’s taking in the Store. The commission per contract calculation is awarded to 

miners that confirm the block first.

The model calculation is executed inside the AI model; these calculations are performed 

in side-stream miners on their GPUs. For example, training an AI model belongs to this 

category of computing. The commission is distributed to the miners involved in these 

calculations, proportionally to their contribution.

Therefore, in Pallium’s ecosystem miners have three sources of income:

• A reward for a block’s confirmation;

• A contract calculation commission fee;

• A model calculation commission fee.

Contract calculations are performed in the main-stream. The main-stream consists of 
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transactions that are placed in the next block. Transactions invoke the code that runs 

on the virtual machine (PVM) and changes the local state associated with the agent’s 

transaction, which in turn leads to a change in the global state. Upon completion of 

all calculations, the block is confirmed, and after the verification of the 

network’s members, the block ends up on the blockchain.

If a recall happens from the contract’s code to execute a model calculation, then the 

calculation is sent to the side-stream, thus freezing the executing contract in the main-

stream, and further execution is done in the side-stream provided by GPU miners. After 

execution in the side-stream is completed, execution in the main-stream is unfrozen 

and continues in the main-stream.

Use case
Pallium’s architecture includes a ready infrastructure for rapid development, deployment, 

and the learning of AI models. We not only develop the infrastructure technology, but 

also create a range of tools for the efficient design of intelligent agents.

new agent state

TRANSACTIONS

block 1

m
ain

 st
re

am

blockchain

sid
e s

tre
am

block 2
agent state

block 3

computation

block 4 block 5

Scheme 3. Transactions in Pallium ecosystems
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A developer has in their disposal:

1 A command-line utility to create agents, manage agents, upgrade models, and 
interact with Pallium’s network;

2 A command-line utility to run a full node on your equipment with the  ability of 
expanding dev-test network agents;

3  Multi-paradigm, turing-complete programming language with strict static typing for 
the development of managing contracts, the compiler for programming in Pallium 
Virtual Machine.

4  A framework for the rapid development of control agents;

5  An agent’s collector;

6  A web environment for prototyping agents.

Creating an agent

Working on Pallium begins with the initialization of a new agent via command-line 

utility. The initialization process creates a file containing the private and public key of 

an agent, the agent’s address, and the basic file structure.

As mentioned previously, the agent consists of a model that is the computational graph 

– TensorFlow, format GraphDef [3] -, the contract that manages the model, the contract

that describes the methods of operating a model, and the methods on an agent’s

interaction with the environment and other agents. Meaning the contract describes the

entire logic of the agent.

A detailed description of the principles of agents and the design managing 

contract are beyond the scope of this white paper, which is why it will be outlined in a 

separate document (Yellow paper [4]). The yellow paper is a live document that will be 

filled with the development of the project.

Deployment and interacting with agents

Prior to the expansion of an agent’s network, it’s necessary to collect and compile the 

contract. The outputs you will get are: a GraphDef file and the byte code of the contract. 

Now you should send this to the network and wait until it generates a new block. During 
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the initialization of an agent, it’s assigned an address. For the communication with the 

agent, it’s necessary to send a transaction to that address. The transaction should 

contain the recall method, which is specified in the managing contract at the time of 

development.

Thus, all interactions with agents occur through transactions that are sent to its address. 

Changes in The Managing Contract

One of the key features of blockchain, is that there is no way to remove or change the 

managing contract of the network, but there is a possibility of using a model from 

another project. Thus, to change the contract, you need to create a new agent with 

the new contract, indicating that the model source is another agent. There is also a 

possibility of inheriting methods from another contract when this is not prohibited in 

the code of the inherited contract.

Model Training

To train a model in the control contract, you must describe the method of the learning 

process, source, and data format. Calling the learning method, the agent will be 

frozen until the training is complete. Learning outcomes will be written to the local 

state and in the future you can use these results to execute the model or retrain it. 

As the results of the learning process are stored separately from the model itself, you 

can keep a set of learning outcomes for one model and call the model with the 

defined results.

Deploying models

To run a trained model, it’s necessary to run the appropriate method in the 

control contract. In this method you need to specify where to place the result of the 

model’s operation, it could be as an entry in the local state, transferred to another 

agent, or start the data-stream. You can also export the model with learning 

outcomes and run it offline on Pallium.
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Data Agents

The use of managing contracts is not limited to model management. Data owners 

can build a system of oracles using contracts. One possible use is the construction 

of systems comprising of three and more agents that will obtain data from external 

sources, verify this data, and check their integrity by consensus among themselves. 

Reaching a consensus allows data transmission to other agents on a paid or unpaid 

basis.

Similar systems are a promising area of research in decentralized networks, and are 

particularly relevant in the field of artificial intelligence when the quality of data plays 

an important role.

The consensus algorithm Proof-of-Space’n’Computing

While choosing the algorithm for consensus, we had several objectives.

1  Safety that is similar to algorithms like PoS and PoW;

2  Access to resources for storage on the blockchain;

3  Uniting miners into one entity;

4 High capacity bandwidth. 

To achieve these objectives, we need to develop an extended version of the algorithm 

from the creator of bitTorrent, Bram Cohen –Proof-of-Space [2]-, which is called Proof-

of-Space’n’Computing.

In this algorithm, the probability of a participant forming a next block depends on the 

allocated space on the HDD to store the entire blockchain, host availability in time and 

in the useful calculation’s coefficient .

Our team is leading the algorithm’s design Pos’n’C and the results will be posted on the 

our community pages with the release of our alpha version
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Mining Spike Tokens

For mining the Spike tokens, you can run three types of nodes (nod)

Keeper-node – Contains a full copy of the Myelin blockchain. This node organizes 

decentralized storage for the global state and AI models. It also performs contract 

calculations. The yield of the node is being affected by the probability of the forming the 

next block, which depends on the amount of allocated hard drive space and availability 

in time. The node that forms the block receives a reward in the form of Spike tokens, 

and a commission for the contract calculations.

Worker-node – Contains only blockchain headers, which significantly reduces 

the requirements for available space on an HDD. This node performs model 

calculations on the GPU. Worker node does not participate in forming the blocks 

and, accordingly, receives no rewards for the blocks. However, they have a regular 

income from doing model calculations.

Hybrid-node – A generic node that contains a full copy of the blockchain and performs 

all kinds of calculations. A hybrid approach to mining allows users to have a 

guaranteed income from model calculations, as well as to claim a reward for 

forming a block.
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THE ECOSYSTEM’S ECONOMIC 
MODEL
The sustainability of PLMT tokens

The release of our own token infrastructure is necessary to create the platform’s internal 

economy (refer to section x.y), which aims to maximize the fair distribution of supply 

and demand for computing resources and effectively develop Pallium’s ecosystem.

More information about the distribution of resources attracted from the sale of 

tokens can be found in section y.y.

PLMT tokens’ release strategy

The token release will take place on Ethereum platform via a smart contract (standard 

ERC20 open source). As our company aims to protect the interests of our investors, the 

token sale will be conducted in several stages.

The currency of Pallium’s ecosystem is called Spike, and will be released on the 

Myelin blockchain. Upon the completion of the token sale, the owners of PLMT 

tokens will be able to exchange them for Spike tokens on a 1:1 ratio for the use of 

the ecosystem’s services. The exchange will be available through smart contracts at 

any point in time, and upon exchanging PLMT tokens to Spike tokens, PLMT tokens 

will be burnt.

During the ICO stage, buyers are offered 25% of the total number of Spike tokens, 

while miners will generate the remaining 75% in the prescribed manner. The release 

of Spike tokens is limited to 1,000,000,000 tokens.
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Distribution of Spike tokens

Distribution of PLMT tokens

Token sale: 250,000,000 (25%)

Mining: 750,000,000 (75%)

Total amount: 
1,000,000,000 (100%)

Amount offered [pre-ICO]: 5.000.000 (2%)

Amount offered [ICO]: 220.000.000 (88%)

“Neocortex Lab.” Team tokens:
25.000.000 (10%) 

The total number of PLMT tokens: 
250.000.000 (100%)

SostCap: 30 000 ETH     HardCap: 45 000 ETH

5000 PLMT = 1 ETH

1 PLMT = 0.0002 ETH
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Pre-ICO structure

ICO structure

Distribution of invested funds
The funds raised will be distributed according to the following; the process of project 

implementation may see minor changes, to maximize the development of the project:

1 2 3 

5.000.000 
PLMT tokens volume Sales start End of sale

THE FIRST STAGE  THE SECOND STAGE  THE THIRD STAGE

APRIL 2018

37.500.000
PLMT tokens volume

AUGUST 2018
Sales start

SEPTEMBER 2018
End of sale

75.000.000
PLMT tokens volume

DECEMBER 2018
Sales start

JANUARY 2019
End of sale

107.500.000
PLMT tokens volume

APRIL 2019
Sales start

MAY 2019
End of sale

MAY 2018
Multiplication
factor

X2

1.5 1.25 1.15

40% - Salaries for employees: developers, lawyers, 
marketing team, third-party experts and other employees;

25% - Department of artificial intelligence research;

20% - Marketing;

10% - Expanding of the computing center;

5% - Operating expenses related 
to the company’s activities.
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Members of the Ecosystem

The following table illustrates the interest of the parties in the dynamics of Spike tokens.

Member What value will be brought to 
other members What is given in return

Consumer Spike tokens Access to artificial 
intelligence models

AI models’ developers Spike tokens, AI models Computing power, data 
access, storage, AI models, 
Spike tokens

Data providers Data for AI models Spike tokens

Owners of the Keeper-node Storage of the blockchain 
and AI models, the 
implementation of managing 
contracts, consensus, tokens’ 
release

Spike tokens:

The reward as a Commission 
for the implementation of 
intellectual

Training and computing 
AI models

SPIKE tokens:

model calculations 
comission fee

Owners of the Worker-node Training and developing AI 
models

Spike tokens: The 
commission for model 
calculations

Owners of the hybrid-node Storage of the blockchain 
and AI models, the 
implementation of 
management contracts, 
consensus, release of tokens, 
training and developing AI 
models

Spike tokens: the reward for 
the development of intelligent 
+

The fee for model 
calculations

The price and cost of using the platform
The price of each individual service is tied to the unit cost calculations. The final cost 

for the user of the system will be calculated by the system and provided to the user 

in the form of the required number of Spike tokens, which will be taken from their 

wallet.
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To obtain tokens, the user can exchange PLMT tokens to Spike tokens, or  

purchase the corresponding amount at the exchange and send it to their wallet. 

Next, Spike tokens are distributed among devices performing the model learning.

This pricing mechanic mitigates the system influence on pricing and provides it to 

the market. However, for regulating extreme cases of price manipulation, there is 

a possibility to dynamically adjust the pricing algorithm. Thus, the platform will 

set a balance of supply and demand, which ensures proper and smooth economic 

function of the system.

Computational Costs

Each operation in the ecosystem has its value, the more resources the user occupies, 

the higher the fee is.

Thus, opportunities to use the ecosystem's services must have a sufficient number 

of Spike tokens for the required number of operations.

The Emission of tokens

The emission of Spike tokens will be done by users of the Keeper-node and 

Hybrid-node. For each formation of a block, the miners get a certain number of 

tokens. The probability of forming a block depends on the resources available and 

the availability of their time. The release of tokens is limited, and the shortage of 

tokens creates an economic incentive for the growth of the token’s value.

Monetization of Intelligent agents

The developer of intelligent agent can “sell’ his agent’s prognosis to other agents. 

The request should be shown in the smart contract of the agent. Access to this 

agent’s “knowledge” can be allowed to a range of people or restricted according to 

your own policy, while relationships between agents are regulated by the smart 

contract.
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Monetization of Data

In Pallium’s ecosystem, there’s an opportunity to become a data provider for intelligent 

agents on a paid or free basis. This creates a market of data among participants and 

allows developers to have access to the data they need, while providing owners of 

this data an ability to monetize this data.

EXCHANGE
SPIKE/*

MINERS

DEVELOPER AGENT A

AGENT B

AGENT C DEVELOPER

DATA
PROVIDERS

spike

spike

spike

spike

spike

spike

spike

co
mp

ut
e

know
led

geda
ta

spike

spike
$€¥

Scheme 4. Pallium's participants relations algorythm
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The project’s roadmap
The 1 stage (May 2017 - February 2018)

1  Company’s registration in the jurisdiction of Estonia 

2  The design of architecture and basic structures

3   Organization of Pallium’s AI-center

4  Developing an MVP:

a. Myelin blockchain (proof-of-concept version)
b. CII-wallet

c. Pallium Virtual Machine

d. developing a system that can manage tasks and load between worker
nodes.

5  Marketing preparation for pre-ICO

6  The development of PLMT token’s smart contracts

Pre-ICO (April 2018 - May 2018)
1  Marketing preparation for the ICO

2  legal preparation

3  Development of the alpha version

a. Myelin blockchain (official RUST version)

b. Web-Wallet

c. The consensus algorithm Proof-of-Space’n’Copmputing

d. Valuation and computing verification system

e. An orchestrating system for worker nodes
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The 1st stage of ICO (August 2018 - September 2018)
1  Development of documents

2  Development of the Beta-version

a. Developing a programming language for creating
managing contracts

b. Designing a compiler

c. API for data providers

d. Model computation for GPUs

2nd stage (December 2018 - January 2019)
1  Development of a pre-release version

a. Developing a programming language for managing contracts

b. Developing the compiler

c. Parallel model calculations on GPU

4  Running a free test network

5  Developing a converter for PLMT tokens to Spike tokens

6  Pilot projects in Pallium's ecosystem

3rd stage (April 2019 - May 2019)
1  Developing a release version:

a. Testing and refining all system components

2  Final preparation of documents for developers

3  Main network’s launch

4   Initiation of PLMT to Spike token conversion

5  Release of Spike tokens

6  Listing Spike tokens on exchange markets
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MARKETING PLAN
SWOT-analysis

Strenghts Weaknesses

1 Computing resources for initial support

2 Unique technology

3 Established channel of communication 
with the major players of the market

1 Limited number of specialists

2 Unknown developers

Opportunities Threats

1 Rapid development of the industry

2 Growth in AI investments

3 Blockchain hype

1 Governmental intervention with 
blockchain

2 Globalization and centralization of AI 
market suppliers

3 The risk of AI apocalypse realization :)

Pallium’s Mission 

Pallium strives to intensify the development of the AI industry and its promotion by 

providing the necessary network infrastructure. 

Pallium’s Purpose

To take a leading position as an AI infrastructure service by attracting the greatest 

possible number of partners and suppliers of needed resources.
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Pallium’s Tasks

• To unite AI developers, owners of computing power, and suppliers of high precision
data and provide a comfortable interaction;

• To provide a reliable, secure storage for models;

• To solve trust issues related to AI results;

• To solve monetization issues regarding computing power and high quality data.

Pallium’s Communication Strategy
AI developers will benefit from our platform the most as it provides real prognosis and 

possibilities for AI models. Thus, Pallium is a B2B project aimed at building a long-

term partnership with all stakeholders. Implementing the market pull strategy involves 

informing potential customers about the project’s benefits. Such approach will save 

marketing costs, which in turn allows for a higher development budget.

Public activity 
Although developing Pallium’s ecosystem is our priority, it isn’t our only task. We also 

will develop a research center in the field of artificial intelligence. Its purpose is to study 

the AI and machine learning fields extensively and popularize Pallium’s ecosystem. 

We believe this is important not only for our ecosystem but also for all mankind!

Our research centers will be publishing their findings under a free license, in order to 

develop the AI field and support young professionals and Pallium’s ecosystem.
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